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PLEASE NOTE: The paperback version of this book is certainly printed with a full-color cover, and a black-and-white
interior.What folks are saying about Total Bitcoin Security:"CONGRATS.Finally, an easy and complete guide to creating a

secure Bitcoin wallet!" Total Bitcoin Protection gives you two things: Theoretical explanations Step-by-step practical
guidelines for both Home windows and Macintosh users It teaches you how to create two types of wallets: Electrum

wallets and BIP38 paper wallets. A large number of other disturbing reports peppered online publications and discussion
forums. Then you know there are no Bitcoin bailouts. Users of inputs.io collectively suffered a theft greater than 4,100
BTC. Thieves yanked more than 96,000 BTC from the Sheep Marketplace. During the past, you could collect it, but you
would need to visit multiple sites and connect all the dots yourself. One Reddit consumer lost 61 BTC, his entire stash.
This isn't Wall Road, my friend--it's similar to the digital Wild West. The protection of your coins can be entirely in the
hands.The eBook Total Bitcoin Protection: How exactly to Create a Secure Bitcoin Wallet Step-by-Stage teaches Bitcoin
security from first principles and clear step-by-step instructions with full-color screenshots to help you create and use a

shockingly secure Bitcoin wallet. "It feels like you need a level in computer security to protect yourself from theft."
"There's a lot of money being invested in security and it will improve as time goes on ... But it really was well crafted
and easy to get into and full of good details. But it's ripe for hackers for the moment." "There is a desperate need for
clear, simple and beautiful tutorials ..""Superb ebook!In Q4 2013 alone, hundreds of thousands of bitcoins were lost or
stolen. The foremost is perfect for everyday storage and spending, and the second is perfect for long-term cold storage
space. That is among the best bitcoin protection books, described in a simple manner. Basic explanations, step-by-stage

tutorials, and full-color screenshotsNowhere else on the Internet will you find these details in such a consolidated,
digestible format. Are you the type of person who takes security seriously?""Simply finished it - I believed I would just
read a few paragraphs tonight and actually read it tomorrow. If you use the techniques in this reserve, your coins will
stay exactly where you put them. Buyers of the paperback edition also have the Kindle version 100% FREE through

Kindle MatchBook, which comes with free updates forever. Here are just a few of the topics protected: What a bitcoin in
fact is, and why it issues for security How exactly to create a truly random password How exactly to conduct all of your

Bitcoin transactions on a protected Linux USB essential Why BIP38 paper wallets are extremely useful, and how to make
use of them Why you need to never use a human brain wallet How to sign transactions offline without ever exposing

your bitcoins to the web Why there's a chance that another person could randomly take over all of your bitcoins, and it
generally does not actually matter! With this book, the hard work is already done for you. People are scrambling to
improve it as fast because they can. Many thanks. Worth more than the regular price, in my opinion. I've right now

purchased it and can recommend it to others.. I proceeded to go from being a total Bitcoin newbie to running a little bit
of Bitcoin in my Electrum wallet." BONUS: Buy the paperback edition, and get a Kindle copy absolutely FREE through

Kindle MatchBook!Don't wait around -- scroll up and click "Buy Now"!
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I've been looking forward to something exactly like this I've been working with bitcoin for a little over a year today, and
what has weighed greatly on my mind lately has been the protection of my expenditure. I thought that just keeping them
offline until required was really your best option, but I usually felt uncomfortable, which kept me from investing further.
This reserve has immediately put my mind at ease.I'll say this about this book: it isn't an ABC guideline to buying
bitcoin. The ebook will give some history, but you'll want this to dietary supplement other guides or analysis into bitcoin.
Perfectly done!- It correctly points out that acquiring bitcoins from trustworthy dealers is essential to security.- Every
suggestion is thoroughly explained.Disadvantages:- I can see this guideline being a major hit if it included more info
about bitcoin for newbies looking to start trading (though I'm not holding that against the author). Its written by
someone who obviously wrote it to greatly help others.- If you do the required pieces around your home or office, you
can implement nearly every technique without spending a penny. Good Principles but disappointed to see author's
method of "re-using" FREE information The concepts offered in the book are great. I started today thinking about
keeping my bitcoin safe and sound, and now I'm writing this review not even thinking twice that my coins are safe and
sound.Pros:- That is extremely readable straight through. Disappointing - key scenario has gone out of date It seems
that the materials in this book has gone out of day -- both Ubuntu and Electrum appear to have changed because the
book was written. The reserve is usually still useful for the paper wallet situation, but the instructions relating to
electrum and ubuntu didn't work.I applied two of the major suggestions from the publication in less than two hours.
Every IT professional will agree that there is no such thing as "Total Security" anyhow, the title thus is apparently
deliberately and overly bold to be able to "better sell".Sure, Caldwell's BIP 0038 and "old-day time hacker" Becker's
solutions as well as the ideas and first concepts of Antonopolous do function -- but after the originators gave them apart
free of charge, the author's cleverly picking "hot topics" and "re-using" free content in this manner feels borderline-
plagiatory to me. It is extremely disappointing though to find they are mainly predicated on FREE information scraped
from websites such as for example "openbitcoinwallet" and "bitcoinpaperwallet" and then re-packaged and affixed a
high-per-page price. And if this weren't enough, Halbert would also like or "appreciate" an additional tip (in Bitcoin,
extremely original). Which means you would pay out an apparent copycat twice, many thanks very much!
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